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Correction to: Scientific Reports https://doi.org/10.1038/srep32417, published online 07 September 2016
This Article contains errors.
After publication of the Article it has come to our attention that the cell stocks used for ATAC-seq analyses may
have been contaminated. We therefore revalidated the original stocks using STR profiling and repeated ATAC-seq
analysis using these new stocks.
Based on their contributions to the repeat experiments, two new authors, Connor Rogerson and Christopher W.
Bleaney, should be included in the author list.
As a result, in the Acknowledgements section,
“The authors gratefully acknowledge funding from Cancer Research UK for the OCCAMS/ICGC project, MRC
Clinician Scientist Grant for TJU, MCRC CRUK clinical training fellowship for EB, Maria Secrier for her advice
regarding the WGS data and Southampton ECMC Tissue Bank and the Southampton Computation modelling
group for access to the IRIDIS4 computer resource.”
should read:
“The authors gratefully acknowledge funding from Cancer Research UK for the OCCAMS/ICGC project, MRC
Clinician Scientist Grant for TJU, MCRC CRUK clinical training fellowship for EB and CWB, MCRC CRUK
non-clinical training fellowship for CR. Maria Secrier for her advice regarding the WGS data and Southampton
ECMC Tissue Bank and the Southampton Computation modelling group for access to the IRIDIS4 computer
resource.”
Furthermore, in the Author Contributions section,

1

Faculty of Medicine, University of Southampton, Southampton General Hospital, Mailpoint 801, South Academic
Block, Tremona Road, Southampton, SO16 6YD, United Kingdom. 2Faculty of Biology, Medicine and Health,
Oxford Road, University of Manchester, Manchester, M13 9PT, UK. 3MRC Cancer Unit, University of Cambridge,
Hutchison/MRC Research Centre, Box 197, Cambridge Biomedical Campus, Cambridge, CB2 0XZ, United Kingdom.
*A comprehensive list of consortium members appears at the end of the paper. Correspondence and requests for
materials should be addressed to T.J.U. (email: T.J.Underwood@soton.ac.uk)
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“Performed the experiments: E.G., A.H., C.B., A.C., K.P., M.M., C.C., M.D., P.D. and M.J.W. Contributed reagent/
materials: J.C.S. and R.C.F., OCCAMS Contributed with analysis tools: E.G., E.B., J.C.S., M.R.Z., A.D.S. and R.C.F.
OCCAMS prepare figures: E.G., A.H., C.C., E.B. and T.J.U.”
should read:
“Performed the experiments: EG, AH, CB, CWB, AC, KP, MM, CC, MD, PD, MJW. Contributed reagent/materials: JCS, RCF, OCCAMS. Contributed with analysis tools: EG, EB, CR, JCS, MRZ, ADS, RCF, OCCAMS. Prepared
figures: EG, AH, CC, EB, CR, TJU.”
The outcome of this analysis differs slightly from the one reported in the Article.
In Materials and Methods section, under the subheading “ATAC-seq data analysis”,
“A 500 bp window around the summit of the top 50,000 regions identified by MACS2 were analysed for differential accessibility using Cufflinks25. Normalised cleavage events across the differentially accessible regions were
then counted using HOMER38. Heatmaps were ploted with the tool GENE-E (BROAD Institute) De novo motif
discovery was carried out in HOMER38 with flag –cpg for background normalisation. Data are deposited with
ArrayExpress (Accession number E-MTAB-4209).”
should read:
“A 500 bp window around the summit of the top 50,000 regions identified by MACS2 were analysed for differential accessibility using Cufflinks25. Regions that showed a significant (p < 0.05) linear 5 fold change in ATAC-seq
signal were taken forward for further analyses. Normalised cleavage events across the differentially accessible
regions were then counted using HOMER38. Heatmaps were ploted with the tool GENE-E (BROAD Institute).
De novo motif discovery was carried out in HOMER38 with flag –cpg for background normalisation. Data are
deposited with ArrayExpress (Accession numbers E-MTAB-4209 and E-MTAB-6720).”
In Results section, under the subheading “ATAC-seq analysis of the open accessible chromatin landscape of
MFD-1 cells”,
“We identified two classes of regions, which showed >3 fold changes in chromatin accessibility which were either
higher (open in MFD-1) or lower (open in HET1A) in MFD-1 compared to HET1A cells (Fig. 4b).”
should read:
“We identified two classes of regions, which showed >5 fold changes in chromatin accessibility which were either
higher (open in MFD-1) or lower (open in HET1A) in MFD-1 compared to HET1A cells (Figure 4b).”
In the same section,
“For example, the KAT6A promoter is more open specifically in MFD-1 cells (Fig. 4c, top) although at other loci,
exemplified by the KRT8 gene, the chromatin associated with the TSS is more open in both MFD-1 and OE33
cancer cell lines compared to HET1A cells (Fig. 4c, bottom).”
should read:
“For example, the BBOX1 promoter is more open specifically in MFD-1 cells (Figure 4c, top) although at other
loci, exemplified by the KRT8 gene, the chromatin associated with the TSS is more open in both MFD-1 and
OE33 cancer cell lines compared to HET1A cells (Figure 4c, bottom).”
and,
“In regions of chromatin activated in MFD1 cells, motifs recognised by CTCF, NFY, Meis3 and Nrf2 were identified (Fig. 4d, top). In contrast, in chromatin regions showing reduced accessibility in MFD-1 cells and hence
potentially lower activity, a different set of motifs were identified with AP-1 figuring most prominently among
these (Fig. 4d, bottom). Thus regulatory events controlled by different transcription factors are likely important
determinants of the gene expression programmes in MFD-1 and HET1A cells. Interestingly, Gene Ontology
analysis of the genes associated with the regulatory regions exhibiting differential accessibility (either increased
or decreased) in MFD-1 cells showed enrichments for a large number of terms associated with cancer, including
several epithelial cancers and GI tract neoplasms (Fig. 4e).”
should read:
“In regions of chromatin activated in MFD1 cells, motifs recognised by FRA1 (AP1), GRHL1, ELF3 and TEAD3
were identified (Figure 4d, top). In contrast, in chromatin regions showing reduced accessibility in MFD-1 cells
and hence potentially lower activity, a different set of motifs were identified with JunB (AP-1) figuring most
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prominently among these (Figure 4d, bottom). Thus regulatory events controlled by different transcription factors
are likely important determinants of the gene expression programmes in MFD-1 and HET1A cells. Interestingly,
Gene Ontology analysis of the genes associated with the regulatory regions exhibiting increased accessibility in
MFD-1 cells showed enrichments for a large number of terms associated with cancer, including several epithelial
cancers and GI tract neoplasms (Figure 4e).”
In the legend of Figure 4,
“(a) RNA-seq analysis (top) of genes differentially expressed to higher levels in MFD-1 compared to OE33 cells
(>3 fold change; P-value < 0.01). Each column represents one biological replicate. Data are row Z-normalised.
The corresponding ATAC-seq signal in a 700 bp window around the TSS (−500 to +200 bp) of this cohort of
genes in each cell line is shown as a boxplot of cut count densities (bottom). ***P-value < 0.05 (2 × 10−13). (b)
ATAC-seq analysis showing the cut counts in regions showing differential accessibility (>3 fold; P-value < 0.05)
between MFD-1 and HET1A cells. Data are shown for MFD-1, OE33 and HET1A cells and grouped according
to being more open in MFD-1 or HET1A cells. (c) UCSC genome browser tracks showing ATAC-seq cleavage
data associated with the KAT6A (top) and KRT8 (bottom) loci in HET1A, OE33 and MFD-1 cells. Regions of
open chromatin associated with the TSS (arrows) are boxed. (d) De novo motif discovery of transcription factor
binding sites over-represented in the regions that are either open in MFD-1 cells (top) of MET1A cells (bottom).
(e) GO term analysis of genes associated with a TSS showing changes (>3 fold) in open chromatin in MFD-1
compared to HET1A cells. The most highly significant terms associated with disease Ontology are shown.”
should read:
“(a) RNA-seq analysis (top) of genes differentially expressed to higher levels in MFD-1 compared to OE33 cells
(>3 fold change; P-value < 0.01). Each column represents one biological replicate. Data are row Z-normalised.
The corresponding ATAC-seq signal in a 1000 bp window around the TSS (−500 to +500 bp) of this cohort
of genes in each cell line is shown as a boxplot of cut count densities (bottom). **** = P-value < 0.0001. (b)
ATAC-seq analysis showing the cut counts in regions showing differential accessibility (>5 fold; P-value < 0.05)
between MFD-1 and HET1A cells. Data are shown for MFD-1, OE33 and HET1A cells and grouped according
to being more open in MFD-1 or HET1A cells. (c) UCSC genome browser tracks showing ATAC-seq cleavage
data associated with the BBOX1 (top) and KRT8 (bottom) loci in HET1A, OE33 and MFD-1 cells. Regions of
open chromatin associated with the TSS (arrows) are boxed. (d) De novo motif discovery of transcription factor
binding sites over-represented in the regions that are either open in MFD-1 cells (top) or HET1A cells (bottom).
(e) IPA GO term analysis of genes associated with a TSS showing changes (>5 fold) in open chromatin in MFD-1
compared to HET1A cells. The most highly significant terms associated with disease ontology are shown.”
An updated version of Figure 4 based on the repeated experiments is shown below as Figure 1.
The overall conclusions of this Article are unaffected by the changes. The authors apologise for the errors.
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Figure 1. Open chromatin regions in MFD-1 cells. (a) RNA-seq analysis (top) of genes differentially expressed
to higher levels in MFD-1 compared to OE33 cells (>3 fold change; P-value < 0.01). Each column represents
one biological replicate. Data are row Z-normalised. The corresponding ATAC-seq signal in a 1000 bp window
around the TSS (−500 to +500 bp) of this cohort of genes in each cell line is shown as a boxplot of cut count
densities (bottom). **** = P-value < 0.0001. (b) ATAC-seq analysis showing the cut counts in regions showing
differential accessibility (>5 fold; P-value < 0.05) between MFD-1 and HET1A cells. Data are shown for MFD1, OE33 and HET1A cells and grouped according to being more open in MFD-1 or HET1A cells. (c) UCSC
genome browser tracks showing ATAC-seq cleavage data associated with the BBOX1 (top) and KRT8 (bottom)
loci in HET1A, OE33 and MFD-1 cells. Regions of open chromatin associated with the TSS (arrows) are boxed.
(d) De novo motif discovery of transcription factor binding sites over-represented in the regions that are either
open in MFD-1 cells (top) or HET1A cells (bottom). (e) IPA GO term analysis of genes associated with a TSS
showing changes (>5 fold) in open chromatin in MFD-1 compared to HET1A cells. The most highly significant
terms associated with disease ontology are shown.

Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International
License, which permits use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or
format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source, provide a link to the Creative Commons license, and indicate if changes were made. The images or other third party material in this
article are included in the article’s Creative Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the
material. If material is not included in the article’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the
copyright holder. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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